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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
By the time you read this the elections and AGM will be behind
us and we will have a new NEC.
The past year has had its challenges both globally and within
BWY but it feels as though there is a bright and optimistic future
ahead of us. Globally we seem to be finding a way to live with
Covid. Within BWY Dorothy, our new CEO, is an amazing lady,
with so much energy and a strong will to get things done and
done properly.
By the time you read this your regional committee should be able
to communicate with you via email again; we are currently
working with Central Office to find the best, GDPR compliant
option. So you can look forward to hearing from us more
regularly (if you have ticked that box in your preferences).
We are very aware that there is a need in the region for more
First Aid training. We are doing our utmost to get more training
days organised; please turn to page 10 for the latest information.
If you need to renew your First Aid certificate now or in the next
6-9 months please do get in contact with Catherine, our Regional
Training Officer; it will be very helpful for us to get a better
understanding of the demand so that we can focus our efforts
appropriately.
There are loads of events to choose from in this issue – BWY
CPD events and training courses, the International Day of Yoga
celebration and plenty of events organised by other
organisations/tutors. Please turn to page 26 and beyond for an
article, report, book review and poem.
Love Lucy / DharmaKirti
PLEASE NOTE THE COMMITTEE’S NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES
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CPD Ref:
Date:
Tutor:
Subject:

22/06
Saturday 09 April 2022
Andrea Newman
Stability 1: Exploring how the human body is able to
be upright and move
Venue:
Zoom
Organiser: Lucy Croucher, Regional Officer

Tutor:
Andrea has been teaching yoga since 1994 and is a BWY
Diploma Course Tutor, training yoga teachers in the south-west
of England. Andrea is also a Certified Advanced Rolfer
(DIRI/ERA).

CPD Information
This event will consider how the body stabilises itself when
upright and in movement. You will explore these anatomical and
neurological control mechanisms in asana practice, informing the
choosing of suitable cues to better help students to work safely
and refine their practice. You will consider the roles of the
stabilising muscles vs. movement muscles, and the influence of
perception on stability. There will also be an exploration of the
role of bandha in being upright, and the meaning of ‘core’
stabilisation and 'feeling centred'.
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BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS
CPD Ref:
Date:
Tutor:
Subject:

22/02
Saturday 18 June 2022
Sarah O’Connor
The Pancha Vayus – Universal Spirit – Inner Winds Currents of Life
Venue:
Well House Yoga Space, Harrogate HG3 2LN
Organiser: Clare Walker, North Yorkshire Area Rep

Tutor:
Sarah O’Connor is a Senior Yoga teacher and Director of
Mindflowyoga Training School. Her expertise comes from over 25
years of experience in the fields of yoga and energy body practices.
Her influences are Ancient Tibetan and yoga lineages, interwoven
with the modern understanding of physical and mental energy.
Sarah coined the term “energetic keys” based on her personal
experiences of daily practice. These keys are experiences that open
us up to better yoga practice and to clearer physical and mental
conditioning, leading to fearless and egoless teaching.
Her teaching uses the Tibetan and Indian practices of asana, Tsa
Lung, kriya, pranayama, mantra and meditation to cleanse mind and
body of negative stored energies, leaving you in the stillness, silence
and spaciousness of pure awareness.
CPD Information
This event will enable teachers to develop practical and philosophical
knowledge and relevance of Pancha Vayus in our own life and in
delivery of yoga classes; deepening their understanding of the Vayus
so that they can integrate them in their own classes through the
practice of pranayama, mudra, bandha, mantra, meditation,
relaxation and reference of philosophy, from a selection of reading
material.
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CPD Ref:
Date:
Tutor:
Subject:
Venue:

22/03
Saturday 24 September 2022
Ade Belcham
5 Element Theory – an integrated approach to asana
Trinity Church Hall, New Road Side, Rawdon, LS19
6AS
Organiser: Claire Hall, West Yorkshire Area Rep

Tutor:
Ade currently lives in Henfield, West Sussex, though his roots run
deep in the Black Mountains of South Wales. He works as a
beekeeper, bodyworker and yoga teacher.
His yoga story is centred around a daily ashtanga practice begun
in 2000 and involving extensive periods studying with Nancy
Gilgoff at her home in Maui. In recent years he has moved away
from the Ashtanga form to some degree. He is now reluctant to
attach any labels other than yoga to what he practices and
teaches. If pressed, he describes it as the yoga of strength, ease
and exploration of the mindbody. He was blessed to study the
Dharma with Sonia Moriceau until her death in 2013. He was
awarded his BWY Teaching Diploma in 2004
CPD Information
Five element theory is a model used extensively in yoga,
ayurveda, taoism and chinese medicine. It describes the basic
building blocks or properties of everything in our universe,
including human beings and all our physical and psychoemotional attributes. This event provides a practical introduction
to the theory, plus tools and ideas that allow further exploration in
our practice and when working with students.
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BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS
CPD Ref:
Date:
Tutor:
Subject:

22/04
Sunday 23 October 2022 (NOTE NEW DATE)
Judy Hirsh Sampath
Menopause: hot flashes, night sweats and
sleeplessness
Venue:
Well House Yoga Space, Harrogate HG3 2LN
Organiser: Clare Walker, North Yorkshire Area Rep

Tutor:
During an intensely emotional period in her life, Judy came to a
profound insight through her yoga therapy sessions - What would
happen if I focused on what is right with me instead of trying to
fix what is wrong with me? The truth was simple and Judy has
been exploring ways into the body’s wisdom ever since. As a
yoga therapist and educator, she engages health seekers, truth
seekers and wisdom holders in becoming experts in themselves to find their own answers, to make wise choices, to stress less
and feel good inside. The Yoga United Education diploma in
Yoga Therapy starts with a BWY foundation module.
CPD Information
This event will discuss the real effects of over tiredness and
overwhelm, explore kriya yoga and its connection to hot flashes,
understand and practice transformational change through the
lens of yoga therapy; offer and elicit ideas for creativity and
empowerment; practice embodied mindfulness using affirmation
& mantra; receive a restorative practice (recorded for future use);
explore next step and how to go forward from insight into action.
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CPD Ref:
Date:
Tutor:
Subject:
Venue:

22/05
Saturday 05 November 2022
Dawn Wesselby
Creative Lesson Planning
Darby & Joan Hall, Finkle Street, Cottingham, HU16
4AZ
Organiser: Lucy Croucher, Regional Officer

Tutor:
Dawn is a BWY trained teacher with over 19 years’ experience
and a DCT. She has always been interested in energy and has
explored the Pancha Vayus and how that can inform our teaching
and personal practice. She feels that yoga is a wonderful tool to
help us understand ourselves and the world around us and how
we can apply that to our daily lives to help us deal with living in
modern times.
CPD Information
This is a fast-paced, fun, interactive, student led day to help the
creative juices flow and revitalise your lesson planning. By
sharing some of Dawn’s favourite methods for inspiration you will
find a number of ways to inspire you in creating lesson plan
content.
You will be working in small groups creating and sharing lesson
plans based on themes, philosophical quotes and from asana
cards.
Dawn will share some ways of finding inspiration and clearing
your lesson planning blocks by providing a list of themes and
philosophical quotes that you can use to inspire your lesson
planning.
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BWY CPD EVENTS

BWY CPD EVENTS

FIRST AID TRAINING

FIRST AID TRAINING
NORTH YORKSHIRE
Date:

Sunday 20 March 2022

Venue: Well House Yoga Space, Cote Hill Road, Felliscliffe,
Harrogate, HG3 2LN
Date: Saturday 16 July 2022
Venue: Well House Yoga Space, Cote Hill Road, Felliscliffe,
Harrogate, HG3 2LN

SOUTH/EAST YORKSHIRE
Date:

15 October 2022

Venue: Darby and Joan Hall, Finkle Street, Cottingham HU16
4AZ

ALL COURSES ARE:
09.30 – 16:30
Limited to 12 students
Cost:
BWY Members/Affiliates: £55
Full price: £60

Please go to https://www.bwy.org.uk/yorkshire/ for more details
and to book your place.
We are very happy to organise further courses if there is
sufficient demand. If your First Aid certificate is going to expire in
the next 6 months please contact our Regional Training Officer,
Catherine (yorks.rto@bwyregions.org.uk).
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BWY YORKSHIRE EVENTS

BWY Yorkshire
International Day of Yoga
03 July 2022
10:00-16:00

Two venues in Yorkshire, linked via Zoom, hosting
an in person event with our delightful BWY
teachers, including
Claire Hall
Sarah Douglas
Diana O’Reilly (BWY Chair)
Sonia Perry
Choose from one of the venues for an in person
experience or join us via Zoom.
OM Yoga Works, Farsley Leeds
Well House Yoga Space, Harrogate
To book your place please go to
https://www.bwy.org.uk/yorkshire/ and select one of the 3
booking options.
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OBITUARY

OBITUARY
Mary Rosier 1935-2021
by Tony Byrne

Sadly, I have to let you know that Mary (Maureen) Rosier died on
15 October 2021.
Mary first came to yoga in the 1960s and quickly decided to train
to become a yoga teacher. She was greatly influenced in her
teaching style, especially in meditation, by Jim Foster. She
managed to juggle her yoga practice and teacher training with a
job, family and later on, nursing her husband, Jim, who sadly
passed away at an early age. For a number of years, she also
cared for her sister Dorothy.
Mary taught for many years in the Halifax and Bradford district.
Lots of students including myself, have benefitted from her
relaxed and supportive style of teaching.
Mary was a regular attender at the Yorkshire Region annual
December weekend at Cober Hill near Scarborough. She also
was a keen participant in the West Yorkshire Federation of Yoga
at Bramhope every month and was the treasurer for a number of
years.
Later Mary had to give up teaching because of health problems
and spent the last two of years in a care home where she passed
away.
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FEDERATION

NORTH YORKSHIRE YOGA FEDERATION
2022 PROGRAMME
SATURDAY MORNINGS 10AM-12NOON
The Village Hall, Stockton on The Forest, York, YO32 9UR
All meetings are face to face at the time of going to press & we are including a
Zoom option for members when possible.

09 April Chloe McKay

Developing Embodied Awareness

14 May

Maybe I Will, Maybe I Won’t

Suzy Blackburn

11 June Lucy Corbally
09 July Amanda Latchmore

Love the Lumbricals

10 Sept Sarah Douglas

Finding Your Ground

08 Oct

Sophie Carr

10 Dec Nestor Portnoy

Sunday Seminars 10am-4pm
Park Grove Academy, York, YO318LG
13 March Louise Wray

Reaching for the Inner Sun see advert

06 November Carolyn Clarke

Title tbc

Please bear with us if government guidance changes again and do check the website &
members emails & Face Book to keep up to date for essential last minute alterations.
Saturday sessions free to members, £20 annual membership.

https://yogaextra.chessck.co.uk
contact: nyyf_membership@btinternet.com
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We are delighted to be able to offer monthly yoga
workshops with lovely guest tutors.
As the COVID restrictions are lifted, we understand
individual circumstances will differ and we will continue
to follow the best practices to keep everyone safe.
TO ENSURE SAFE SOCIAL DISTANCING, BOOK YOUR
PLACE BY DOODLE POLL via the membership emails
or contact
Sarah 075 140 23666 Sarah.Ions@yahoo.com (Secretary)
Meetings are held monthly on Sundays from 14:00-17:00 at
The Robert Craven Memorial Hall, Old Lane, Bramhope, nr.
Leeds, LS16 9AZ
Fees: £10 per session. Annual Membership is currently under
consideration by the Committee.
If you are a student of the workshop tutor, you can attend
their session for £5.
2022
13 March

Jacquie Pollard

Yoga for eternal youth

10 April

Claire Dambawinna

08 May

Nikki Bagral
Exploring the energy of the
Heart (Anahata Chakra)

12 June

tbc

10 July

tbc

Mysore style

Enhance your Yoga practice and be inspired by working with
a new Tutor every month.
We are always pleased to welcome new members and
visitors to our meetings.
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FEDERATION

WEST YORKSHIRE FEDERATION OF YOGA

FEDERATION

North Yorkshire Yoga Federation
Spring Seminar
Sunday March13 2022 10am-4pm
Park Grove Academy, York, Y031 8LG

Reaching Towards The Inner Sun

Tutor: Louise Wray, Devi Sita
Yoga, meditation, therapeutic sound
As we emerge from winter we will use the wonderful tools of Yoga, Sound,
Stillness and Breath to connect with the energy of the sun: tapping into our
vitality, creativity, expression, enthusiasm, clarity and radiance. Deep rest with
Gongs (please bring all you need to be comfortable.)
Louise works with Sacred Sound, Kundalini, Yin and classical Yoga. “My classes
have evolved to incorporate the Yogic tools I have found most effective through
my own many years of study and personal practice. Let me share this knowledge
with you so that life is easier to navigate with humour, grace, balance, strength
and growth. Always I will teach with warmth, humour and clarity to help you step
into your true peaceful strength.
Price £25 members £30 non-members.
Please see the website for more information & particularly if government
advice on Covid restrictions changes.
http://yogaextra.chessck.co.uk
To book contact: nyyf_membership@btinternet.com
Bring and share lunch for those who want to participate

Coronacoaster: noun; the ups and
downs of a pandemic. One day you’re
loving your bubble, doing workouts,
baking banana bread and going for long
walks; the next you’re crying, drinking gin
for breakfast and missing people you
don’t even like .
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If you have a love for Yoga and a curiosity to learn more, then this
course is perfect for you; an excellent foundation for those who
want to go on to teach, and a wonderful delve into Yoga for those
that don’t.
Through this 11 month course (60 hrs - meeting face to face one
Saturday each month) you will expand your knowledge and
experience in Asana and Pranayama, and the philosophy and
theory of Yoga. We will explore mudra, mantra, the pranic system,
mindfulness, meditation and Patanjali’s 8 limbs of Yoga. Guidance
and support in developing your personal practice will be offered
throughout the course. This course is an opportunity not only to lead
you deeper into understanding ‘Your Yoga’, but also deeper into
understanding ‘Your Self’.
There will be an Introduction Day held in May 2022 for prospective
students to come and experience a taste of how course days will
run. Please register your interest early as places are limited.
For more information please email cath3hope@hotmail.com

BWY Foundation Course with Jacqui Jones
Starting Sat 09 April 2022 for 8 months
If you want to gain a greater understanding of yoga and deepen
your practice then this highly regarded 60-hour exciting course is
perfect for you. Come and have fun and make like-minded friends,
whilst gaining the grounding to teach, or come simply for personal
development and wellbeing. The venue, near Pontefract, is a light,
spacious and airy community centre with free parking, it is well
placed for road networks, being 10mins from M1, A1 and M62.
More details here:
www.calmayoga.co.uk
or ring 07979 007677
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BWY FOUNDATION COURSES

Love Yoga and want to learn more?
British Wheel of Yoga Foundation Course 1
Huddersfield, West Yorkshire
Starting June 2022

WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

Trikonasana 101
Saturday, 23 April 9.30am – 12.30pm – via Zoom
Zoe Knott – workshop exploring the components, strength, options
and anatomy of Triangle pose. £25

Progression to BWYQ Diploma
October 2022
Enhance your professional Certificate qualification and foster your
personal development. Give yourself a richer, fuller, elevated
appreciation of the essence of yoga. Cultivate pranayama,
mindfulness and meditation muscles and dive into the rich traditions
of yoga philosophy. Combines online and in-person learning.
in-person, online classes, Zoom library
janecluley@gmail.com
07906 652669
moonriseyoga.co.uk

FIRST AID TRAINING

Emergency 1st Aid at Work
3 year certificate
19th March 2022
& 20 th March 2022
Sheffield Yoga School, Sheffield, S6 3TA
OFQUAL regulated. Days are 10.00 – 5.00pm. The cost is £65
for the day (includes certificate & 1 st Aid manual)

www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk
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5th March : Les Dike
- Yoga & Anatomy Q&A
Sheffield Yoga School, 10 – 5pm, £60

•

19th March : First Aid Training

: Sheffield, £65

•

20th March : First Aid Training

: Sheffield, £65

•

March – June : Swami Gyan Dharma
- Prana Vidya

Residential, 3 long w/ends, £995 (includes full board)

•

April – June : Pete Blackaby
- Humanist Yoga Course

Sheffield Performing Arts Space, 8 day course, £670

•

Sept – Nov : Brahmananda
- Meditation Teacher Training
Sheffield Yoga School, 6 day plus course, £495

•

11th – 13th Nov : Swami Krishnapremananda
- Be Here Now!
Residential w/end, Wortley Hall, Sheffield £270

www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk
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WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

•

WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

Two Fabulous Workshops
@Om this Spring
Om Yoga Works. Springfield Mills. Bagley Lane.
Farsley Leeds. LS28 5LY
www.omyogaworks.co.uk

Swami Krishnapremananda will share his
wisdom and love of practices from

The Vigyana Bhairava Tantra
(VBT)
These 112 different yoga and meditation practices
that are as relevant to our lives now as ever.
Sunday 20 March

10am-4pm

£50

Book with Angela 07786 255 211
anji@omyogaworks.co.uk

Get to know the shoulder
better!
With Lesley Dike, Physio & Yoga Teacher
We will explore the basic anatomy of the shoulder,
and together we will look at what often goes wrong.
Sunday 10 April
10am-4pm
£65
Book with Bridget 07904 111 334
b@omyogaworks.co.uk
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A TEACHER TRAINING MODULE

with

PHILIP XERRI

12th & 13th March 2022
£140.00
Grenoside Community Hall, Sheffield, S35
For qualified teachers & student teachers. Training in providing a structured &
progressive Pranayama practice for general classes & for more experienced
students. Includes training in teaching relevant asana & relaxation techniques.

Details & bookings : www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk

Humanist Yoga Course

Pete Blackaby
April – June 2022, Sheffield
8 day course £670
Pete Blackaby has been one of the most influential figures in the
development of Yoga in the UK in recent years. Rather than
approaching Yoga as an exercise system he sees it as a tool for
exploration. This is an opportunity to explore his ideas in depth.

www.sheffieldyogaschool.co.uk
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WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

PRANAYAMA

WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

Yoga Holiday Retreats
Offering plenty of time to immerse into practice
Hatha, Restorative and Therapeutic Yoga
Yoga Nidra, kriya, pranayama, meditation
And plenty of time to play
Crafts, walking, activities
Community
Sangha

Summer in the Yorkshire Dales
Either staying in a huge camping barn or camping in our own
field
Wed June 22 to Fri July 1 with shorter breaks available too

Autumn in the N Yorkshire Moors
Staying in beloved Barmoor, a rambling Victorian house
Wed Oct 5 to Sun Oct 9
Lovingly led by Sonia and her team
Come and join our family

www.1body1soul.co.uk
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BONES, MUSCLES,
POSES, MERIDIANS
AND MINDFULNESS
MEDITATION
Comprehensive Colour
Manual, Meridian Doll,
British Wheel of Yoga
and
Yoga Alliance
Certification
Total cost: £675
Early Bird Discount
Available
2022

6 Saturdays
3 /17th September
1st/15th/29th October
5th November
ONLINE VIA ZOOM
rd

A HIGHLY
EXPERIENCED YIN
YOGA TEACHER WITH
OVER 1,500 HOURS
TRAINING WITH PAUL &
SUZEE GRILLEY AND
SARAH & TY POWERS

gilliancawte@hotmail.com
07968 154525
www.gilliancawteyoga.co.uk
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WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

LEVEL 1 – FUNCTIONAL
ANATOMY LOWER
BODY

50-HOURS YIN
YOGA TEACHER
TRAINING
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WORKSHOPS & EVENTS

ARTICLE

TRUSTING
by Swami Krishnapremananda, Mandala Yoga Ashram
Life is inherently transient and follows its own agenda, not ours.
Being willing to trust in life, as opposed to contracting from, or
fighting, life frees us to flow more easefully with the experiences
of life as they unfold.
Recently here in the Ashram there have been two significant
events. The first was totally unexpected; a major fire which, in a
few hours, completely gutted one of the wooden huts within the
Ashram, destroying most of the possessions of Swami
SatyaDaya, the Ashram director. Thankfully no one was hurt. The
second was unexpected, yet not surprising in the circumstances;
a covid outbreak which affected eight of the Ashram team.
Both served as examples of the inherent uncertainty of life; of
how life periodically throws curved balls in our direction. These
happen to all of us. The question is: how we handle them?
One way is to keep trying to control life. If only we try hard
enough, or be more skilful, or wealthier! Yet our own life
experience teaches us that this is inherently impossible, and
furthermore takes so much energy.
Another way is to adopt the stance of the victim, which if
sustained over a period of time, simply leads to disempowerment.
A wiser way is to learn from the events of life, even when
challenging, and to begin to trust in the underlying Intelligence
behind its unfolding. This in turn allows us to proactively respond
to it.
It is a timeless mystical question as to what is the Intelligence
that causes the sun to shine, the grass to grow, our heart to beat
and our breath to move in and out of the body? As the Katha
Upanishad states (2:2:5), we live not by the breath, but because
of That which causes the breath to flow in and out.
The practice of letting go and trusting Life will come easily to
some yet be radical for others. How can we trust something we
can’t see or touch? Perhaps it can help to review your own life
and how you have somehow been carried through the inevitable
vicissitudes of life, even against the odds at times. In my own life
for example, it is very clear with hindsight that very significant
adversities have been shown, in time, to be necessary
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This is not about blind trust or gullibility. We no doubt need
discernment as to who and what we can trust. Yet this is more
about trusting in That which sustains all of life in its transient
dance of joy and pain. Such trust, however tentative at first,
allows us to begin to release at least some control, realise the
futility of grasping after life, and relax a little and let go into how
life IS moment to moment, day by day.
Try it for yourself. The next time a challenging experience arises,
rather than complaining or contracting, try trusting that it needed
to arise exactly as it did and the only issue is how you choose to
respond to it. Don’t expect this to work every time; deep seated
habitual responses can be strong. Yet repeated experiences of
such trusting help to gradually build our capacity to trust in the
bigger challenges of life which inevitably come in time.
Returning to the recent events in the Ashram, the Ashram team
have all recovered from their covid experience, and a process is
underway to clear the wreckage of the hut, raise money and plan
a suitable rebuild. The things of life are transient. Our true wealth
lies in our self-understanding and our capacity to let go and trust
in Life.
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ARTICLE

steppingstones towards a deeper self-understanding and
empathy with others, and a steadily growing trust that life knows
what it is doing, even if I often don’t!!

REPORT

WINTER SOLSTICE CELEBRATION OF YOGA
by Lucy Croucher / DharmaKirti
After the success of the Post Lockdown / International Day of
Yoga celebration, the Yorkshire committee agreed that we should
try the same format for the Winter Solstice celebration.
As with the summer event, I left it a bit late and by the time I
started organising it Om Yoga Works in Leeds already had
another event planned on the day we had chosen. Luckily, the
other two venues, Mind Body and Spirit in Barnsley and Well
House Yoga Space in Harrogate were still available.
Emma Conally-Barklem taught the first session remotely – a
lovely mixture of strengthening and relaxing practices together
with a couple of appropriate readings:
Winter Solstice chapter from 'Yoga through the Year' by Jilly
Shipway
Poem 'In Celebration of the Winter Solstice ' by Stephanie Noble
Poem ' Hibernate' from 'Sky Blue: poems of soft and wild
seasons' by Jenna Robertson
Amanda Latchmore followed, teaching from the Harrogate venue,
which included some very specific and focussed instructions on
twisting in preparation for the fabulous Flying Dragon Sequence
In the afternoon, Michelle Griffiths taught from her studio in
Barnsley starting with a quote from the Upanishads and basing
the practices on letting go of the darkness, heaviness, what no
longer serves us and intentions towards the light of positive
thoughts, feelings, actions.
Lesley Wood was due to teach the final session but sadly had
bronchitis so Lucy Croucher taught instead. She started with
Pelvic Floor exercises inspired by Eric Franklin, gentle practices
from Hanna Somatics and finished with a seasonal Yoga Nidra.
It was a lovely day and there was some great feedback so we’re
going to do it all again in the Summer!
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West by Carys Davies
This short debut novel by Welsh
writer Carys Davies tells in just 150
gripping pages the story of one
man’s dream and his journey.
It is a tale of exploration, exploitation
and self-discovery set in 1815
Frontier America. The book begins in
Lewistown, Pennsylvania and follows
the main protagonist, Bellman, as he
travels west to St Louis and crosses the Mississippi.
Cy Bellman, an American settler and widower, after reading that
huge ancient animal bones have been discovered in the swamps
of Kentucky, decides to leave his farm and 10-year-old daughter,
Bess, and go in search of these monsters. Bellman’s dangerous
travels, with the aid of a Shawnee Indian guide, take him as far
as the Mississippi. His journey is also one of self-exploration as
he sheds the shackles of materialism and leads an ascetic life,
close to nature. Back home on the farm his young daughter,
looked after by a forbidding Aunt Julie, struggles without him but
is keen to follow her father’s journey through library books, even
though his absence puts her in danger from two predatory men.
As Bellman goes west, so do the Native American tribes as
settlers take their lands. The white man’s pioneering spirit goes
hand in hand with plunder.
The story moves between the two main characters, Bellman and
his daughter, but also focuses on secondary characters allowing
the development of issues such as the mistreatment of Native
Americans, the infallibility of adults and the vulnerability of a
young individual.
The novel builds on the sense of dread created at the beginning
and reaches a terrifying climax, as the various elements are
skilfully and concisely drawn together.
West is beautifully written and may even stand comparison with
such classics of the American west as Steinbeck’s The Grapes of
Wrath and The Red Pony. It is an accomplished and enthralling
first novel which, indirectly, throws light on a quest for selfknowledge.
Judy Rylance
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POEM

POEM
by Maz Heaney

SEARCHING
I have been searching for my heart,
I'm sure it's around here somewhere,
I've looked under the cushions,
in the bottom drawers,
in the back of cupboards
and under the floorboards.
Yet....
Maybe I will sit awhile,
with a smoky green tea,
and a gentle smile on my face,
and let my heart slowly reveal herself to me.
Maz Heaney lives in Jersey, her writing is inspired by the nature
of her beautiful island home and her Buddhist practice
mazheaney@gmail.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HEART
ZENTANGLE
by Anita Bulwer
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BWY guidelines state that participants for a CPD day can be







BWY DCTs and Diploma Holders
Recognised and Accredited Teachers
BWY Diploma and Certificate Course Students
Teachers of other Yoga Organisations (BWY members)
BWY Members can attend if spaces are available
The maximum for each event is 30 attendees

Please book early via the regional website
www.bwy.org.uk/yorkshire

If you do not have internet access, please contact the appropriate
Area Rep providing the following
 Your name, BWY number, address & telephone number
 Course Reference, Tutor / Subject
 A cheque, made payable to BWY Yorkshire Region

COST
In-person events: £50 (full price), £40 (BWY members).
Zoom events: £40 (full price), £30 (BWY members).

REFUND AND TRANSFER OPTIONS:
If you are unable to attend a particular event you should contact
the event organiser.
Cancellation prior to 60 days of event date – full refund.
Cancellation within 15 to 59 days of event date – 50% refund.
Cancellation within 14 to 0 days of event date – no refund.
Transfers to an alternative event can only be made 15 days or
more before the event and only to an event on the same platform
(Zoom or in-person).
If the event is cancelled, you will be refunded in full
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